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Abstract. With the increasing adoption of solar Pho-
tovoltaic (PV) systems in several applications, reliabil-
ity and service continuity are important challenges that
need to be addressed. Power converters are vital com-
ponents in solar PV systems and inverters tend to be
the most likely devices of equipment to experience faults
which usually occur in the switching devices. It is there-
fore critical to assess the functioning of the inverters
and identify these faults in order to lower risks and the
resulting financial losses. Open-circuit faults (OCF)
are among the most common. This paper suggests a
fuzzy-based fault detection approach for the T-Type in-
verter in grid connected PV system based on the diag-
nosis variables which are calculated using the average
values of positive and the negative parts of the normal-
ized output currents data. After that, these variables
are analyzed using a fuzzy logic technique, The single,
multiple power switch open circuit faults may all be de-
tected and diagnosed utilizing this fuzzy-based fault di-
agnostic technique. The results of the simulation in
MATLAB show that the proposed method can accu-
rately identify and locate OCF the inverter switches.

Keywords

Grid connected PV system, T-Type inverter,
Fault diagnosis, Open Circuit Fault, Fuzzy logic
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1. Introduction

The demand for global electricity continues its per-
sistent growth, serving both domestic and industrial
needs. However, this heightened demand relies pre-
dominantly on fossil fuels like coal, natural gas, and oil
for electricity generation. Unfortunately, the world’s
reserves of these resources are rapidly depleting, com-
pounded by their adverse environmental consequences
including pollution and global warming [1, 2].

Analyzing the data from 2010 to 2019 regarding car-
bon dioxide (CO2) emissions linked to global energy
production from the power sector reveals a significant
pattern. Starting at 30.4 Gt in 2010, these emissions in-
creased to 31.3 Gt in 2011 and continued to rise in sub-
sequent years: 2012 (31.6 Gt), 2013 (32.2 Gt), and 2014
(32.3 Gt). Emissions then remained steady in 2015 and
2016 at 32.2 Gt, followed by a climb to 32.7 Gt in 2017,
and ultimately reaching 33.3 Gt in both 2018 and 2019
[3]. This disconcerting pattern has prompted a gradual
shift towards adopting cleaner, sustainable, and eco-
nomically viable alternative energy sources. The driv-
ing force behind this shift is a significant reduction in
CO2 emissions, especially in advanced economies. No-
tably, within these advanced economies, the total CO2

emissions have decreased by over 3.2 %, equivalent to
a reduction of around 370 million metric tons of CO2.
Importantly, the power sector has played a major role
in achieving this decline, accounting for a substantial
85% of this accomplishment. This achievement high-
lights the profound impact of significant modifications
in electricity generation methodologies on the substan-
tial attenuation of CO2 emissions [4].
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Over the past decade, the deployment of solar Photo-
voltaic (PV) around the world has massively increased.
The PV market expansion was essentially driven by a
lower production costs and supportive policies from lo-
cal governments. These incentives are making solar in-
stallations’ Return on Investment (ROI) appear more
attractive [5, 6, 7]. Like all other industrial processes,
a PV system is susceptible to a variety of faults and
anomalies that can affect its performance or even make
it completely inoperable. All these negative effects will
undoubtedly lower the installation’s productivity and
consequently, its profit. Not to mention the mainte-
nance cost to get the system back to normal operation
[8, 9]. The reliability, safety, and quality of the energy
produced can be significantly impacted by inverters,
which are at the core of the PV system. Therefore,
inverters must meet increased reliability requirements,
which remain crucial for highly efficient energy conver-
sion [10].

Recent energy challenges have stimulated the devel-
opment of new power electronic converter topologies
and technological improvement of semiconductor de-
vices to handle the increasing power demand. Mul-
tilevel inverters (MLIs) have proven superior perfor-
mance over the conventional two-level (2L) topolo-
gies for wide output power ranges, and they are be-
ing widely in a variety of applications, including re-
newable energy systems. These topologies increase the
inverter’s power capacity and enhance the quality of
energy by reducing the level of harmonics. In addition,
they allow low voltage ratings of the components and
reduces the output grid filter [11, 12]. There are several
MLI topologies used in grid-tied PV installations. The
T-type three-level (3L) inverter topology has received
the most attention among the existing topologies. The
main benefits of T-type topology are the elimination of
clamping diodes and flying capacitors and the reduc-
tion of conduction losses in the power switches [13, 14].

With regard to continuity of service, inverters are
particularly sensitive to faults in their power switches.
An (OCF) or short-circuit fault (SCF) in a power
switch can cause serious system malfunctions. Any
fault that is not detected can quickly damage the en-
tire power converter stage and auxiliary circuits. Once
a fault has occurred, it must be quickly detected to
prevent it from spreading to other system’s compo-
nents. Therefore, the implementation of efficient and
fast methods of fault detection is imperative [8, 15].

The behavior of the inverters under an OCF of a
power semiconductor fault, have been the subject of
extensive research and several solutions have been pro-
posed to detect faults and overcome the impact of sub-
sequent failures on the overall system. In [8], the be-
havior of the measured output current and dc-link ca-
pacitor voltages of grid-tie T-Type inverter was ana-
lyzed in healthy and faulty operation to design a fuzzy

rule base for the proposed fuzzy logic-based fault de-
tection approach. In [15, 16], the authors presented a
diagnosis method based on bridge voltages for a T-type
3L inverter. An OCF detection method for the T-type
3L inverter using the two separate fault signals that
are acquired was presented in [16]. A fault detection
method was presented in [17] to identify multiple tran-
sistor OCF in a T-type 3L inverter. In the study, state
transitions under different failure modes were distin-
guished using a Finite-State Machine (FSM) recording
state transitions and Rough Set Theory (RST). The au-
thors in [18, 19, 20] developed a method for diagnosing
an OCF and proposed a fault-tolerant control approach
for T-type inverter systems. The method was based on
the calculation of the average of the normalized phase
current and the change in neutral-point voltage. In
[21], a unique fault detection technique of OCF for 3L
T-type inverter based on Silicon Carbide (SiC) MOS-
FET is presented. The main purpose of this method
is to detect changes in the dc-bus neutral-point cur-
rent and compare them to the neutral-point current’s
expected value during normal operation. Several re-
search studies focusing on the detection and location
of OCFs in a Neutral Point Converter (NPC) have been
published. In [22, 23], the fault diagnosis of NPC in-
verter is based on a Neural Network (NN) classification
method. The authors in [22] proposed an OCF diagno-
sis technique for grid-connected NPC inverters which
is based on the Independent Component Analysis fault
feature extraction and NN classifier. This method is
effective and uses only on the phase currents. The au-
thors in [24, 25] presented a fault diagnosis method
in PV systems. In [24], six possible fault scenarios in
grid connected PV system including the inverter were
studied. The approach used was based on the extrac-
tion of features from the output currents using Dis-
crete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and the identification
is based on NN classification. In [25], Artificial Neu-
ral Network (ANN) were used to classify open circuit
failures in IGBT power converters for PV systems.

This paper proposes an OCF diagnosis technique for
the 3L T-Type inverter in grid-connected PV system.
The proposed approach uses the three-phase currents,
and the fault diagnosis variables are calculated using
the average positive and negative normalized currents.
The information on the OCF of the switches can then
be obtained by analyzing these variables using fuzzy
logic. The proposed fuzzy-based fault diagnostic algo-
rithm provides identification and location of single and
multiple power switch OCF.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the grid-connected PV system.

2. Modeling of the Studied
PV System

To effectively transfer energy from the PV system to
the grid, a two-stage grid-connected PV system topol-
ogy is proposed in this study. Fig. 1 depicts the struc-
ture of the system which consists of a PV generator
with a DC-DC converter (boost converter) to track
the Maximum Power Point (MPP) and a three-level
T-Type inverter connected to the grid. The T-type in-
verter topology offers high quality of energy and low
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD).

2.1. PV Cell Model

The PV cell allows the direct conversion of solar en-
ergy’s radiation into electricity [26]. Several models
have been proposed for the PV cell. The one-diode
model has often been the most common due to its ease
of use and effectiveness in simulating the characteristics
of PV cells. This model includes a current source Iph
which represents the photogenerated current, A shunt
resistance (Rsh), and a series resistance (Rs) that re-
flects the losses in the semiconductor material [26, 27].
Fig. 2 shows the equivalent circuit of the PV cell used
in this work.

The output current of a PV cell is given by [27, 28]:

Ipv = Iph − Id − Ish, (1)

Ipv = Iph−I0
(
exp

Ipv×Rs+Vpv
Vt

)
− Ipv ×Rs + Vpv

Rsh
, (2)

where Iph represents the light generated current, Id is
the diode current, I0 is the diode saturation current

Fig. 2: Equivalent circuit of PV cell.

and Ish is the shunt resistance current. The Vt thermal
voltage is given by:

Vt =
AKT

q
, (3)

where A is a diode ideality factor, K represents Boltz-
mann’s constant (1.38×10−23(J/K)), and q is the Elec-
tron charge (1.6× 10−19C).

2.2. MPPT controller design for the
DC-DC converter

The power output of the PV generator (GPV) depends
on several climatic factors, such as irradiation and tem-
perature. However, real-time tracking of the Maximum
Power Point (MPP) is required to optimize the system
performance [1, 2]. The MPPT proposed in this paper
is based on Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Systems
(ANFIS).
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Fig. 3 depicts PV system with the DC-DC boost
converter conversion and the ANFIS-based MPPT con-
trol. The PV array is coupled directly to a filtering ca-
pacitor.The MPPT algorithm uses only the PV voltage
and current measurements to regulate the duty cycle
of the boost converter [29, 30].

ANFIS technique combines ANN learning ability
with fuzzy inference system (FIS). The suggested AN-
FIS controller’s inputs are identical to those of a fuzzy
controller, which are the error, the variation of the er-
ror, and a single output called the variation of the duty
cycle. The two input variables are determined using
the error E and the change of error dE given by equa-
tions (4) and (5), respectively. The boost converter is
driven by the duty ratio at the output, which enables
the PV to be operated at its peak power [31, 32].

Fig. 3: PV system with ANFIS-based MPPT controller.

E(k) =
Ppv(k)− Ppv(k − 1)

Vpv(k)− Vpv(k − 1)
. (4)

dE(k) = E(k)− E(k − 1), (5)

where P (k) and P (k − 1) represent the current and
previous values of the measured PV output power re-
spectively, V (k) and V (k − 1)refer to the measured
current and previous PV output voltage respectively.

The structure of ANFIS model is presented in Fig. 4
The number of epochs used for training ANFIS is 2000
and the membership functions for input variables E and
dE are 4 shown in Fig. 4, Hence, there are 16 rules all
together. The results of this approach provide a very
accurate calculation of the GPV’s maximum power.

2.3. Three Phase T-Type inverter

As the use of grid-connected PV system has become
more widespread due to environmental concerns, the
significance of efficient energy conversion via voltage
source inverters (VSI) has increased. The superior per-
formance and wider applicability of MLIs have made
them favorable over conventional 2L inverters [12].

Fig. 4: PV system with ANFIS-based MPPT controller.

There have several MLI topologies proposed in the
literature. MLIs can generate a waveform with more
than 2L will be a typical feature. This feature re-
duces THD and increases efficiency compared to a 2L
inverter. The most popular topologies are the Neu-
tral Point Clamped (NPC), the Flying Capacitor (FC)
and the Cascaded H-bridge (CHB). A T-Type inverter
is derived from the traditional NPC with less passive
components to offer a smaller size to implement and
to mitigate the drawbacks of 3L T-Type NPC MLI.
T-Type topologies also benefit from the advantages of
two converters, such as low power losses and simple op-
eration, and 3L inverters, such as enhanced efficiency
and smoother output voltage waveforms [11, 13, 14].

The fundamental structure of a 3L T-Type inverter
is shown in Fig. 5. The conventional 2L VSI design is
extended with the addition of an active, bidirectional
switch to the dc-link midpoint. The three switching
states [P], [N], and [O] that correspond to the three
inverter output voltages +Vdc/2, -Vdc/2, and 0 can be
used to describe the main concept of this inverter in
Tab. 1[11].

Tab. 1: Possible states of the 3L T-Type inverter.

Commutation type T1 T2 T3 T4 VAO

P ON ON OFF OFF +Vdc/2
O OFF ON ON OFF 0
N OFF OFF ON ON -Vdc/2

• Positive (P) when (T1, T2) are closed.

• Zero (O) when (T2, T3) are closed.

• Negative (N) when (T3, T4) switches are closed.
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Fig. 5: Structure of a three-phase 3L T-Type inverter.

3. Proposed Fault Diagnosis
Method

The use of inverters in grid PV systems has raised
awareness to the urgent need to address reliability and
service continuity. The power switches are among the
most vulnerable devices in the inverter circuit. They
play a crucial role in maintaining the reliability of T-
Type inverter systems. Therefore, T-Type inverter
condition monitoring and fault diagnostics are neces-
sary to reduce the risk of failures and economic losses
caused by faults [8, 15].

There are two distinct types of inverter switch faults:
SCF and OCF. Power device SCF can happen very
quickly and are destructive. Therefore, hardware pro-
tection circuits should be able to detect SCFs and pro-
vide system protection. OCFs, on the other hand, do
not cause the system’s breakdown, but lead to per-
formance degradation. However, if this type of failure
remains undetected for a long time, this might result in
unexpected system damage because it can put healthy
transistors under too much stress [16, 17].

For the proposed fault diagnosis technique, the aver-
age values of the normalized currents are used as input
variables, the models for calculating diagnostic vari-
ables will be presented. These variables i+x.n and i−x.n
should be in the range 0.31 and -0.31 when there is
no fault. However, under certain operating conditions,
the variances are not always exactly 0.31 and - 0.31.

To use this diagnostic technique, a Park’s current
vector magnitude is first determined from the three-
phase current using (6) and (7) .

The magnitude of the Park’s current vector is used to
determine the normalized currents (8) .The two compo-
nents of the normalized currents are then divided into
two parts: one with positive values calculated from (9)
and (10) one with negative values.


id =

2

3
ia −

1

3
(ib + ic)

iq =
1√
3
(ib − ic)

. (6)

is =
√
(id)2 + (iq)2. (7)

ix,n =
ix
|is|

, xε(A,B,C). (8)

i+x.n =

{
ix.n ⇐ ix.n > 0

0⇐ ix.n > 0
. (9)

i−x.n =

{
0⇐ ix.n > 0

ix.n ⇐ ix.n > 0
. (10)

The average values i+x.n.av and i−x.n.av are calculated
using equations below (11) and (12) over a moving av-
erage window [33].

i+x.n.av(t) =
1

T

∫ t

t−T

i+x.n(t) dt. (11)

i−x.n.av(t) =
1

T

∫ t

t−T

i−x.n(t) dt. (12)

The fundamental period is denoted by T, and the
inverter leg index is x.

The threshold values Ith1+av , Ith2+av ,Ith1−av and Ith2−av

in this diagnostic method are chosen based on several
simulation tests of different possible scenarios. The
purpose is to set thresholds that accurately differenti-
ate between normal and faulty behavior of the system
being diagnosed. These thresholds values should be
chosen to minimize false flags. The accuracy of our
diagnostic method relies on carefully chosen threshold
values: Ith1+av = 0.28, Ith2+av = 0.1, Ith1−av =-0.28, and
Ith2−av =-0.1 . The following expressions can be used to
generate fault symptom variables.

µ+
x =


LP, i+x.n.av > Ith1+av

MP, Ith2+av < i+x.n.av 6 i+x.n.av

SP, i+x.n.av 6 Ith2+av

. (13)

µ−
x =


LN, i−x.n.av > Ith1−av

MN, Ith2−av > i−x.n.av > i−x.n.av

SN, i−x.n.av > Ith2−av

. (14)

where LP = Large Positive, MP = Medium Positive,
SP = Small Positive, LN = Large Negative, MN =
Medium Negative, SN = Small Negative. The fault
indicator variables µ+

A, µ
−
A, µ

+
B , µ

−
B , µ

+
C and µ−

C can
combine to generate a fault signature that is associ-
ated with an OCF operating mode in the 3L inverter.
For example, in phase A, the OCF location and iden-
tification is determined using µ+

A and µ−
A. When µ+

A=
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LP and µ−
A= LN, then there is no fault, when µ+

A=
MP then T2 is the faulty switch, and for µ+

A = SP,
the OCF has occurred in T1. Whereas when OCF has
occurred in T3, the fault will be detected when µ−

A=
MN and T4 is detected when µ−

A= SN. This fault diag-
nosis approach can be applied to single-power-switch
open-circuit faults as well as the double power switch
open-circuit faults as shown Tab. 2.

Tab. 2: Diagnostic variables identification.

Faulty Switch µ+
A µ−

A µ+
B µ−

B µ+
C µ−

C
T1 SP LN LP LN LP LN
T2 MP LN LP LN LP LN
T3 LP MN LP LN LP LN
T4 LP SP LP LN LP LN
T5 LP LN SP LN LP LN
T6 LP LN MP LN LP LN
T7 LP LN LP MN LP LN
T8 LP LN LP SN LP LN
T9 LP LN LP LN SP LN
T10 LP LN LP LN MP LN
T11 LP LN LP LN LP MN
T12 LP LN LP LN LP SN

T1||T4 SP SN LP LN LP LN
T5||T8 LP LN SP SN LP LN
T9||T12 LP LN LP LN SP SN
T1||T8 SP LN LP SN LP LP
T1||T12 SP LN LP LN LP SN
T4||T5 LP SN SP LN LP LN
T4||T9 LP SN LP LN SP LN
T5||T12 LP LN SP LN LP SN
T8||T9 LP LN LP SN SP LN
Healthy LP LN LP LN LP LN

3.1. Fuzzy logic fault diagnosis
approach

The operating principle of fuzzy logic-based fault di-
agnosis is to extract and compute input signals, using
fuzzy rules represented as membership functions, which
can contain all possible combinations that correspond
to the fault mode considered [8, 34].

This technique can diagnose and identify faults that
occur in three phase inverters. The proposed technique
is based on the analysis of the output currents of the
inverter, under normal (healthy) and faulty operation
[35] .The Mamdani-type fuzzy inference system was
adopted with six input variables (µ+

A, µ
−
A , µ+

B , µ−
B

, µ+
C , µ−

C ) from the characteristic extraction functions
and an output variable representing the state of health
of the inverter considered in the study. In this fuzzy
logic-based diagnosis approach, the output is the faulty
switch number (Ti = 0,. . .,12).

The input quantities are normalized to a range [-1,1].
The membership functions of the inputs and outputs
are depicted in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively.

Fig. 6: Membership functions of the inputs.

Fig. 7: Membership functions of the outputs.

3.2. Fuzzy logic rules

In general, the procedure for operating a fuzzy system
is accomplished in three steps:

• The fuzzification block which converts numeri-
cal values into linguistic values using membership
functions (MFs). Fuzzification provides a series of
fuzzy variables, joined by a vector, which will be
introduced to the inference block [36, 37].

• In the inference block, the values of the linguistic
variables are linked by several rules that charac-
terize the behavior of the system under normal
operating conditions or in the presence of a fault.

• In the defuzzification block, the fuzzy values are
converted back to real values that allows to infer
the state of the system [36, 37].

The fuzzy rules are extracted using the relationships
shown in Tab. 2. In the fuzzy logic control system,
fuzzification is used to create fuzzy variables from nor-
malized inputs (µ+

x , µ−
x ) using MFs. The varied output

levels are chosen from 0 to 12 for switch faults, which
can accurately depict the number of each switch fault,
with zero denoting a healthy condition.

The proposed fault diagnosis method is illustrated by
Fig. 8. Which was based on using the measurement of
the currents.
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Fig. 8: Block diagram of the proposed diagnostic method.

4. Simulation of the diagnosis
approach

This section presents the simulation results of OCF in
our PV system, as well as the performance of the pro-
posed fault diagnosis technique. The PV system under
study is simulated in MATLAB/ Simulink software. To
assess the effectiveness of the proposed fault detection
method, a series of simulation tests and scenarios are
performed. The parameters of the grid-connected PV
system are summarized in Appendix A.

Fig. 9 shows the time-varying irradiance used
as input to the grid-connected PV system. The
temperature was fixed at 25 0C.

Fig. 9: Irradiance of the GPV.

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 present the simulation results
that illustrate the evolution of the current and power
output of the photovoltaic panel, as obtained through
the ANFIS method algorithm. As can be observed, the
power of the panel accurately tracks changes in irradi-
ation and remains stable, with only minor oscillations
around the optimal power points. These results demon-
strate the effectiveness of the MPPT ANFIS control.

Fig. 10: Current generated by the GPV.

Fig. 11: Power generated by the GPV.

This section introduces the simulation results ob-
tained from the faulty operation of the grid-connected
3L inverter. These results were obtained by modeling
the system in Matlab.

Specifically, an open circuit fault was generated at
switch Ta1 at time t = 1 s. The fault detection method
used is presented in the previous section. Fig. 12 illus-
trates the three-phase currents and the output of the
fault detection approach.

Fig. 12 depicts the simulation results of the three
phase currents along with the diagnostic outcomes.
When an OCF is introduced at t= 1s in the IGBT
switch Ta1 is introduced. The positive half-cycle of
current Ia gets eliminated. As a result, the diagnostic
variable µ+

A drops instantly, and converges to a value
of approximately 0.5e-3, which is below the threshold
value Ith2+av .

For the fault diagnosis, the fuzzy fault diagnosis ap-
proach was employed using a two output fuzzy logic
system to address scenarios involving multiple faults
within the T-Type inverter, this enhanced methodol-
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ogy allows for the simultaneous detection of multiple
fault cases. Based on Fig. 12(c) the output of the
fuzzy logic is the fault diagnosis signal with a magni-
tude of 1. the fuzzy logic output accurately reflected
the presence of the single OCF, indicating a value of 1.
The successful identification of the single faulty switch
demonstrates the potential of the developed diagnos-
tic approach It can already be noted that the fault is
indeed detected within a half of period.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12: Simulation results of the PV system under OCF in Ta1

(a) Three Phase Currents, (b) Fault detection (c) Fault
Location

.

Fig. 13 shows the simulation results obtained under
the fault conditions as previously simulated, an open
circuit fault is applied to switch Ta4 at time t=1.2s.

As shown in Fig. 13, when the fault occurred at t =
1.2 s, it affected the negative part of the leg A current
waveform, the diagnostic variable µ−

A rises to -0.5e-3
enabling effective identification and localization of the
failure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13: Simulation results of the PV system under OCF in Ta4

(a) Three Phase Currents, (b) Fault detection (c) Fault
Location.

An OCF of switches Tb3 and Tb2 (inner switches) at
t = 1.2s is simulated in Figs. 14 and 15 respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14: Simulation results of the PV system under OCF in Tb3

(a) Three Phase Currents, (b) Fault location.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15: Simulation results of the PV system under OCF in Tb2

(a) Three Phase Currents, (b) Fault location.

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the wave-forms of the
simulation results when the switches Tb3 and Tb2 are
open-circuited, respectively. It can be seen that when

the open-circuit fault occur in one of the inner switch
of the T-Type inverter. The phase current is distorted
after the open fault occurs. The diagnostic variable
µ+
B decreases immediately, and converges to a value of

0.21, which is below the threshold value Ith1+av in the
case of OCF at Tb2.

The simulation results obtained showed the effective-
ness of the proposed fault detection method. All faults
were accurately identified and classified. The proposed
fuzzy diagnostic algorithm is now tested on its ability
to locate faults. Previous figures show the location of
different single faulty switches.

Since the percentage of three or more OCF is very
low, this paper will focus also on double-switch failures.
Figs. 16-17 show the scenario of two IGBTs experienc-
ing OCFs at the same time.

The results presented here confirm that the proposed
fault detection of OCF can function well during simul-
taneous OCFs. First, Fig. 16 which correspond to
faults occurring in switches Ta1 and Ta4 belonging to
the same inverter leg. The results show the behavior
for simultaneous OCFs in the upper switch and second
bottom switch.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16: Simulation results of the PV system under OCF in Ta1

and Ta4 (a) Three Phase Currents, (b) Fault location.
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At t = 0.7s, the OCF in IGBT Ta4 is applied to the
fault in Ta1, the diagnostic variable µ+

A instantly falls
to 0.5e-3 and falls below the threshold Ith2+av . When
the second fault in Ta4 is added, the second diagnostic
variable µ−

A , rises to -0.5e-3 which allow for effective
identification and location of both failures.

For our developed fuzzy logic-based diagnostic ap-
proach, we simulated a scenario involving the occur-
rence of two simultaneous faults within the same leg of
the T-Type inverter. Notably, our method successfully
detected both faults, as evidenced by the outcomes ob-
served in the diagnostic outputs. Specifically, the first
diagnostic output responded with a value of 1 indica-
tive of the detection of the initial fault, while the second
diagnostic output exhibited a value of 4 corroborating
the successful identification of the second concurrent
fault. This outcome validates the robustness and effi-
cacy of our fuzzy logic approach in addressing multiple
fault scenarios.

In this instance, both the top switch Ta1 in phase
A and the bottom switch of phase B Tb4 are open cir-
cuited. The detection and localization algorithm of two
simultaneous IGBTs open circuit fault is carried out.
The phases currents are shown in Fig. 17.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 17: Simulation results of the PV system under OCF in Ta1

and Tb4 (a) Three Phase Currents, (b) Fault location.

Fig. 17 depicts the simulation results for the three
phase currents, as well as the fuzzy logic output. At
the time t = 1.5 s, the gate signals of the IGBT’s Ta1

and Tb4 are open circuited, resulting in failure of an
open-circuit in the first phase A and in phase B. It is
evident that the suggested fault diagnostic algorithm
has the ability to identify and localize the problem in
a single crucial period at a variety of fault types and
locations.

5. Conclusion

This paper focuses on the identification and diagnosis
of power switch open circuit fault in a 3L T-Type in-
verter in PV system. The proposed approach is based
on the extraction and analysis of averaged positive and
negative parts of the normalized currents. The per-
formance of the extracted features is analyzed under
both healthy and defective conditions in order to es-
tablish the fuzzy bases and derive the rules of the rec-
ommended fuzzy logic detection approach. The results
of the case study under consideration demonstrate to
the effectiveness of the suggested detection method in
precisely locating the faulty switch and identifying the
numerous faulty combinations situations. The simula-
tion results show that the proposed fuzzy based fault
diagnosis approach is very effective in identifying single
and multiple open-circuit faults in the power switches.
This study suggests several possibilities for future re-
search. Using advanced machine learning for more
accurate and efficient method of diagnosis which can
be tested on different topologies of inverters. More-
over, transitioning from simulation-based verification
to real-hardware implementation would facilitate the
validation of the method’s reliability and practicality.
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Appendix A Grid connected PV
system parameters.

Quantity Value
Maximum power (W) 45032.175

Voltage at (Maximum power) (V) 394.5
Current at (Maximum power) (A) 114.15

Open circuit voltage (V) 493.5
Short circuit current (A) 123.15

Vdc (V) 800
Cpv 100 x 10-6
L 5 x 10-3

Switching frequency of the boost (Hz) 5000
Switching frequency of the inverter (Hz) 10000

Grid frequency (Hz) 50
Grid line voltage (V) 400
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